We present a novel method for the fabrication of the arrays of suspended micron-sized membranes, based on monolayer pulsed-CVD graphene. Such devices are the source of an efficient integration of graphene nano-electro-mechanical resonators, compatible with production at the wafer scale using standard photolithography and processing tools. As the graphene surface is continuously protected by the same polymer layer during the whole process, suspended graphene membranes are clean and free of imperfections such as deposits, wrinkles and tears. Batch fabrication of 100 micrometerslong multi-connected suspended ribbons is presented. At room temperature, mechanical resonance of electrostatically-actuated devices show narrow distribution of their characteristic parameters with high quality factor and low e↵ective mass and resonance frequencies, as expected for low stress and adsorbate-free membranes. We show that such devices possesses outstanding force and mass sensing characteristics. Upon cooling, a sharp increase of both resonant frequency and quality factor is observed, enabling to extract the thermal expansion coefficient of CVD graphene. Comparison with state-of-the-art graphene NEMS is presented. a) h.arjmandi.tash@lic.leidenuniv.nl; Present address:
I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene appeared
1 as an unique active material for the realization of ultimately-thin mechanically vibrating membranes. It combines in a same material some unique features:
being ultimately thin and made of carbon, a light element, graphene possesses also extremely high Young's modulus 2 thanks to the carbon-carbon sigma bonds. Furthermore, semi-metallic properties of graphene makes electrical actuation possible while its high electronic mobility enables self-detection 3 of the mechanical resonance; further extending to 2D membranes the pioneer field of sp 2 carbon-based nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) which started with carbon nanotubes 4 . By far, most of the studies 1,3,5-7 have been performed using flakes of exfoliated graphene, where the NEMS device is fabricated using either electrodes alignment 1, 3, 5, 7 or micromanipulation and stamping 6, 8 .
Graphene produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on copper foils 9 rapidly appeared as an unique technique to produce large sheets of monolayer graphene that can be further transferred onto any arbitrary substrate. It o↵ers a promising route for the scalable fabrication of graphene NEMS 10, 11 , suitable for radio frequencies 8 or optomechanical 12 applications. However, defects occurring either during CVD synthesis (such as grain boundaries and multilayers patches) or during the further transfer and fabrication of graphene on the host substrate (such as polymer residues, ripples, stress induced by photoresist) generates inhomogeneities in the graphene membrane, leading to a significant dispersion of the NEMS resonance parameters.
The idea which is followed in this work is to protect the graphene surface during the fabrication process to prevent exposure to contaminations. Graphene surface protection is already known as an essential precaution for preserving the high quality of CVD graphene during electronic device fabrication 13 . In the process presented in this work, the polymer (spin-coated PMMA layer) that is usually used to handle the graphene sheet during wet transfer, is further used for two additional purposes: (i) as a photo lithography resist during the ribbon formation by plasma etching, and, (ii) as a protection blanket to further protect graphene during the entire fabrication.
The comparison of the room temperature resonance characteristics of our devices with reported similar samples (both exfoliated and CVD graphene) confirms the competence of our samples for sensing applications. Indeed narrow distribution of the resonance parameters promises reproducibility of the results. Additionally, we show that the improved fabrication method leads to boosting the quality factor of the resonators, reaching fundamental limits.
The achieved ultra-clean and defect-free membranes suit best for fundamental researches:
the modulation of the resonance frequency due to the thermal stress at low temperature allows us to experimentally extract the coefficient of the thermal expansion of CVD graphene for the first time.
II. LARGE SCALE INTEGRATION OF ARRAYS OF SUSPENDED GRAPHENE MEMBRANES
The graphene is first synthesized by chemical vapor deposition on copper following the classical method 9 but using a variation involving pulsed-injection of methane, which is known 14 to inhibit multilayer patches at the macroscale. Such a growth process leads to homogeneous, strictly monolayered graphene with typical single crystal grain size exceeding 30 micrometers. The graphene layer is then covered with a PMMA resist layer and the copper substrate is etched using ammonium persulfate solution (see methods). In the following steps, we are modifying the NEMS fabrication technique previously adapted to batch processing of CVD-based graphene NEMS 11 .
This involves keeping the graphene ribbon covered with PMMA supporting polymer during the full process. This is done by using two di↵erent types of polymer resists (respectively PMMA and commercial photoresist) which are selectively removed by di↵erent solvents (respectively MIBK and water-based developer), enabling to keep the initial PMMA support layer intact during the two lithography steps required for graphene ribbon patterning and electrode deposition. Finally, the fabrication process terminates by under-etching the ribbon using bu↵ered HF solution followed by drying using a CO 2 critical point dryer. The full details of the process flow are presented in the method section. Micrographs of final stage of a typical set of devices is shown in Figure 1 . The devices present a series of independently given ribbon being held by multiple electrodes, each of these acting as a clamp, ripping and slippage of the membrane under the contact is limited under the application of a large mechanical stress and lead to a more homogeneously distributed stress along the ribbon and prevent membrane ripping during cooldown.
III. MEASUREMENTS OF THE VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF GRAPHENE RIBBONS ARRAYS
After the final fabrication step which involves the graphene ribbon protection removal and membrane release, we directly anchor the sample on the cold stage of a cryogenic probe station equipped with liquid helium flow, allowing continuous electrical measurement in vacuum of the vibrational properties from 300 K down to 10 K. The flexural resonance modes are detected using the frequency modulation detection method 15 . In this scheme, the fundamental flexural mode appears as a peak in the demodulated current circulating through the graphene membrane when one sweeps the excitation frequency across the resonance (see Fig. 2 ). A remarkable feature observed in that extracted parameters resides in the narrow distribution of all fitting parameters, indicating that the ribbons have not only a clean surface but also their built-in stress is low and rather evenly distributed all over the sample, a feature made possible by the large number of electrodes clamping the same ribbon. The comparison of the room temperature resonance properties of our devices with the reported similar 
IV. DISSIPATION MECHANISMS
The quality factor of a resonator is limited by di↵erent energy dissipation mechanisms acting in the system; The upper fundamental limit, however, is set by the thermoelastic damping 20 which is the state of coupling the strain field to a temperature field in a thermoelastic solid. In this condition, the energy of the resonator is dissipated to the environment via an irreversible heat flow driven by the local temperature gradient. The maximum Q factor is given by 20 :
where T is the temperature, E is the Young's modulus, ↵ is the thermal expansion coefficient, ⇢ is the density and C p,m is the heat capacity per unit mass at constant pressure of graphene. In supplementary information we show that the thermoelastic damping does not allow the Q of a doubly-clamped resonator to exceed Q T E max = 308 at room temperature. We note that Q T E max only depends on the thermoelastic properties of the solids and is unconnected to the geometry. reporting an average Q of 70. Using the present process, the quality factor averaged on 10 samples is almost three times higher. Our best sample showed Q = 305 and reached the limit of thermoelastic damping. We hypothesize that using high-quality starting material (achieved in pulsed growth CVD) and the improved ribbon-blanketed fabrication method are the major causes for this improvement.
V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE RESONANCE PROPERTIES
By cooling the sample, thermally induced stress in the membrane a↵ects its resonance frequency. All the data were collected at V g = −10 V .
VI. DETERMINATION OF THE THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT OF CVD GRAPHENE
Upon cooling the sample, the thermal stress due to the total expansion/contraction of the materials involved, alters the resonance frequency, as is shown in Figure 3 -a. As the linear coefficients of the thermal expansion (CTE, denoted by ↵) for gold and silicon are wellstudied and known, the evolution of the resonance frequency at low temperatures provides information about the CTE of the CVD graphene. We used the already developed model We highlight the fact that the multiconnected feature of our graphene ribbon rules-out the possibility of slippage of the graphene during the experiment which improved the fidelity of our calculations. Indeed the slippage could be a source of uncertainty in the calculation of CTE working with short exfoliated graphene ribbons.
VII. CONCLUSION
We introduced a method for the large-scale production of the high quality free-standing graphene NEMS in which the graphene top surface is continuously covered by the supporting polymer throughout the major steps of the fabrication process. This capping layer not only mechanically supports graphene during ribbon etching but also protects against surface contamination and membrane tearing, leading to defect-free ribbons. The multi-contacted ribbon design has some advantage regarding stress distribution as each contact acts as a clamp which prevents slippage of the membrane while cooling and allows uniform distribution of the stress; Consequently, narrow distribution of resonance frequencies and moderate increase of frequency due to the addition of stress -compared to the previous reports -achieved. At room temperature, our samples exhibit outstanding quality factors, better than what have been reported earlier for CVD graphene and reaching the fundamental limit. The samples also serve well as mass and force sensors with ultra high sensitivities. We probed the mechanical resonance performance of devices at low temperature. The thermal drift of the resonance frequency allows us to experimentally extract the coefficient of the thermal expansion of CVD graphene in a wide temperature range for the first time. The achieved ultra-clean and defect-free membranes suit best both for fundamental researches and industrial applications.
VIII. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The process flow of the proposed ribbon-blanketed fabrication of CVD graphene based c) The surface of the sample is spin-coated by LOR 3A and UVIII layers. 
I. MECHANICAL RESONANCES OF GRAPHENE RIBBONS
The fundamental resonance frequency of a flexural mode for a doubly clamped ribbon in the absence of built-in stress is given by 1-3 :
In this equation, E, ⇢, t and L respectively represent the Young's modulus, the mass density, the thickness and the length of the membrane. The above formula applied to our sample geometry predicts a resonance frequency of ⇡ 3.9 MHz for our samples (L = 1.3 µm), which clearly underestimate the experimental values presented in table 1, and point towards the presence of a finite residual stress within the membranes. Indeed fabrication process such as electrode deposition may stretch the membrane, inducing some tension which is referred to as the built-in tension (Γ 0 ). In the presence of stress, the frequency of the fundamental flexural mode becomes:
In presence of a DC voltage , a mode softening (negative dispersion) upon is reproducibly seen. Similar negative dispersion behaviors have been reported earlier in graphene membranes 4,5 and nanowires [6] [7] [8] and are attributed to the mode softening as a result of the capacitive contribution to the energy of the resonator. For such systems, f 0 is modeled as:
Here, the term C" = @ 2 C/@z 2 represents the second derivative of the capacitance between the membrane and the back gate (C ) with respect to the small modulation of the membrane (z ). m eff approximates the sum of the mass of the membrane and the mass of the residual material on the membrane; m eff is used to extract the relative density (= ⇢ eff /⇢ 0 ) where ⇢ 0 = 7.6 ⇥ 10
19 kg/µm 2 is the mass density of bare monolayer graphene.
II. FITS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DISPERSION CURVES
Experimental curves plotting the variation of resonance frequency of the graphene NEMS as a function of the backgate voltage can be fitted using previous equation (3) 
IV. CALCULATION OF THE MASS SENSITIVITY
Minimum resolvable mass (δm) of a resonator with the e↵ective mass and quality factor of m eff and Q, is estimated as 12 :
Here DR, expressed in decibels (dB), is the dynamic range of the resonator and corresponds the ratio of the highest achievable signal level (before the onset of a nonlinear behavior) over the lowest measurable signal level 6 . To estimate the DR, we recorded the response of the device both in forwards and backwards sweeps (shown only for some of the curves) while gradually increasing the driving potential ( Figure 3 ). The scheme let us to probe the signal upto V ds = 350 mV : up to this potential, the device did not enter into nonlinear regime as the response does not show any hysteresis (perfect overlap of forward and backward sweeps). The signal at the highest V ds before entering the nonlinear divided by the rms noise gives a lower limit for the dynamic range as: DR > 61.5 dB.
is achievable by probing the gate dependence of the resonance frequency. As seen in Fig. S1 , m ef f = 2.3 ⇥ 10 18 kg for this device.
Quality factor is the other parameter in Equation 4: We estimate it by fitting the signal with the model proposed by 13 for frequency modulation actuation and detection scheme:
I(! c ), ! c and ! 0 are respectively the measured current at the drain electrode, carrier frequency and the natural oscillation frequency of the resonator. The dotted curve in the inset of Figure 3 shows the best fitting of the resonance peak with V d s = 20 mV with this model, revealing the quality factor of 236.
Using the parameters achieved and by employing the Equation 4, we estimate the mass resolution of this device to be better than 8.2 ⇥ 10 21 g.
V. CALCULATION OF THE FORCE SENSING THRESHOLD
The minimum resolvable force (δF ) of a resonator at temperature T is determined by the force spectral density as:
where The experiments were performed at V g = −10V . The device is the same as discussed as in Figure 3 -a of the main text.
at its normal mode) with thermally excited elastic modes or phonons of the environment dissipates the energy. The mechanism sets an upper value for the Q factor given by 14 :
We use the values in Table I and estimated Q T E max = 308 in graphene. Here we use the model presented by Singh et al 4 to study the CTE of CVD graphene.
As the device cools down from room temperature, the suspended gold electrodes start to contract which tends to increase the tension in the membrane; however the contraction of the silicon wafer and expansion of the graphene (due to its negative CTE) lower the tension (inset Figure 4-a) . Equation 8 explains the relation among the strained materials:
Here, ✏ mem , ✏ gr , ✏ w and ✏ e denote the temperature dependent strain of the membrane (clamped graphene), the free (not clamped) graphene, the wafer and the electrodes, re- 
where:
Here, E gr 15 is the Young's modulus, t is the thickness, ⇢ is the mass density and w is the width of the monolayer graphene membrane. Using Equations 8 to 10 and assuming uniform expansions for all the materials, one can calculate ↵ gr as:
Several sources of uncertainties are considered in our estimation:
• By starting the cooling contamination and/or humidity in the measurement set-up deposited on the membrane which may account for a rapid jump in the resonance frequency. As the actual frequency of the sample in the absence of this deposited materials is unknown, we considered the green-shaded area in Figure 4 -b as the uncertainty range in f 0 (T ).
• Although E = 1 TPa is a generally accepted value for the Young's modulus of graphene 15 , recent measurements have reported values of few times lower 22 23 which is considered as another source of uncertainty in our calculations.
• The model of Equation 11 assumes the Au electrodes, where they cover the graphene ribbon, are fully suspended. Depending on the etching duration, this assumption might/might not be correct. Also the e↵ect of the supported parts of the electrodes (just besides the graphene ribbon) in constraining the free straining of the electrodes are overlooked. To consider all these e↵ects, we allow up to 50% error in estimating the straining of the electrodes.
• Our measurements of the length of the membrane is based on the SEM images of the samples. We allowed upto 20% error in our estimation.
Considering all the uncertainties listed above, we estimated the CTE of CVD graphene as plotted in Figure 3 -c in the main text. 
